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by your local cable or phone
companies. Rules are needed,
the argument goes, to ensure
that the Internet remains open
and free, and to discourage
broadband providers from
thwarting consumer demand.
That sounds good if you say it
fast.
No t h i n g i s b r o k e n a n d
needs fixing, however. The
Internet has been open and
freedom-enhancing since it
was spun off from a government research project in the
early 1990s. Its nature as a
diffuse and dynamic global
network of networks defies
top-down authority. Ample
laws to protect consumers
already exist. Furthermore,
the Obama Justice Department
and the European Commission
both decided this year that
net-neutrality regulation was
unnecessary and might deter
investment in next-generation
Internet technology and infrastructure.
Analysts and broadband
companies of all sizes have
told the FCC that new rules
are likely to have the perverse
effect of inhibiting capital
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at soundsstarted to
fulfill this promise by proposing
rules using a legal theory from
an earlier commission decision
(from which I had dissented
in 2008) that was under court
review. So confident were they
in their case, FCC lawyers told
the federal court of appeals in
Washington, D.C., that their
theory gave the agency the
authority to regulate broadband
rates, even though Congress
has never given the FCC the
power to regulate the Internet.
FCC leaders seemed caught
off guard by the extent of the
court’s April 6 rebuke of the
commission’s regulatory overreach.
In May, the FCC leadership
floated the idea of deeming
complex and dynamic Internet
services equivalent to oldfashioned monopoly phone
services, thereby triggering
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Facing a powerful congressional backlash, the FCC
temporarily changed tack and
convened negotiations over the
summer with a select group of
industry representatives and
proponents of Internet regulation. Curiously, the commission abruptly dissolved the
talks after Google and Verizon,
former Internet-policy rivals,
announced their own side
agreement for a legislative
blueprint. Yes, the effort to
reach consensus was derailed
by . . . consensus.
After a long August silence,
it appeared that the FCC
would defer to Congress after
all. Agency officials began
working with House Energy
and Commerce Committee
Chairman Henry Waxman on
a draft bill codifying network
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out increasing its power further
by using the phone monopoly
laws, directly or indirectly
regulating rates someday, or
expanding its reach deeper into
mobile broadband services.
The most expansive regulatory
regimes frequently started out
modest and innocuous before
incrementally growing into
heavy-handed behemoths.
On this winter solstice, we
will witness jaw-dropping
interventionist chutzpah as
the FCC bypasses branches of
our government in the dogged
pursuit of needless and harmful
regulation. The darkest day of
the year may end up marking
the beginning of a long winter’s
night for Internet freedom.
Mr. McDowell is a Republican
commissioner of the Federal
Communications Commission.
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